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Technology is one of the most important components in the future of online learning. Instructors in online classes should lead the charge of innovation and integration of technology into the online classroom to ensure that students achieve the best learning outcomes. This article chronicles a theoretical model towards integrating technology as a best practice into the online classroom to increase student motivation, engagement and learning outcomes. Various technologies can be incorporated into the online classroom to enhance the course and meet student needs by offering differentiated instruction and activating various learning styles. This article explains how collaboration among faculty can make this task easier, more efficient and of greater benefit to the online student. It also theorizes that added technological materials equate to increased student engagement, motivation and learning outcomes in a course when a faculty collaboration diagnostic model is followed to integrate technology into the online classroom.

Online education is growing at a rapid pace, which means instructors need to be more innovative to meet these demands (Allen & Seaman, 2011). Mestre (2010) noted the importance of instructors developing and utilizing online tools to meet the diverse learning needs of today’s online learning population. The traditional written lecture method used in some online courses does not meet the needs of the online student population. Research had indicated that there is a vast need for instructors to enhance the online learning environment with several methods, including visual, kinesthetic, textual and auditory delivery methods (Mestre, 2010). This theoretical essay, while qualitative in nature, will discuss the journey of integrating technology into the curriculum of an introductory class by three instructors from a small private university in the Southwest.

BACKGROUND

In online education today, personalized instruction has become an essential element of an instructor’s teaching practices and pedagogy (Popescu, 2010). Popescu’s (2010) study found that presenting students with a learning environment that is antagonistic to a student’s learning styles can decrease his or her effort, satisfaction and enthusiasm for learning (Popescu, 2010). The argument that is frequently made against online learning is that faculty and students are apt to feel isolated (Power & Gould-Morven, 2011). There are many current practices that online instructors can use to create a learning environment that can help increase a student’s efforts and satisfaction. One of these practices includes offering more opportunities to participate and activate learning styles through collaboration.

According to Koehler et al. (2013), Michigan State University introduced the first hybrid doctoral program that was highly successful with the majority of the coursework being online. The uni-
versity experienced a large number of applications, identified many qualified candidates, experienced high retention rates and reported engaging students around the world. The program put a significant emphasis on the considerations of what, where and how things were conveyed to the students. Koehler et al. (2013) noted that there was particular attention paid to integrating state-of-the-art technology and using a range of approaches to convey information. The instructors who participated in Koehler et al.’s research also felt this was the best way to approach integrating technology into the curriculum to reach more learning styles and keep a high level of student engagement. Hence, the Technology Think Tank was instituted to integrate technology into the current curriculum.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Instructors in the present study recognized consistently low student outcomes on two particular assignments. Thus, the Technology Think Tank was formed to attempt to create solutions. The individuals involved in the Technology Think Tank brainstormed and discussed ways to improve student outcomes by enhancing the classroom and appealing to various learning styles. The team hoped that added technology would increase student engagement, motivation and outcomes and enhance the learning process. Consequently, the Technology Think Tank decided to develop a 10-step diagnostic model focused on faculty collaboration in order to integrate technology in the classroom among content areas.

SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION
Furthermore, the Technology Think Tank thought that the best way to achieve success through integrating technology into the classroom was via collaboration among instructors of the same content. While theories of collaboration are relatively new concerning the disciplines of psychology and education, the group felt that it would be an important piece of these disciplines moving forward in the modern era. Trach (2012) noted that no matter what collaboration model is utilized it must involve relationships, benefits and some sort of outcome. One concept deemed important is commitment among those participating in the collaboration. All instructors within the content area should have the option of participating in the Technology Think Tank. Faculty who see the benefit of an endeavor will produce greater outcomes. Including those who do not want to be involved may cause problems within the collaboration. The Technology Think Tank determined that the finished product would only be successful if it was beneficial to all stakeholders including the instructors, students and the university as this is the most crucial aspect of successful collaboration.

Gadja and Koliba (2007) explained that collaboration is one major approach that educational policymakers and practitioners are continually trying to improve upon with the focus on student learning. Collaboration was determined to be one of the most crucial elements when integrating technology into the classroom. There are several characteristics that were noted as fundamental to successful intra-organizational collaboration. These necessary characteristics included having a shared purpose, emphasizing a cycle of inquiry, frequent dialogue, decision-making processes, intentional actions and evaluation (Gadja & Koliba, 2007). Thus, the Technology Think Tank intentionally considered all of these elements when creating the model for collaboration to integrate technology into the online classroom.

Collaboration has become the focal point of many large companies. Miller and Katz (2014) argued that this is because collaboration is increasingly urgent and challenging. Part of the complication with collaboration in today’s society is due to increased advances in technology across the globe. The complexities associated with technology can hinder the collaboration process. However, these advances in technology can also allow for effective collaboration that was not possible even a decade ago. Instructors are now able to conduct virtual meetings from almost anywhere around the world and to share their ideas, strategies and even their computer screen with colleagues. This opens up a world of possibilities concerning the collaboration that could take place.

Collaboration was deemed to be of high importance because each individual in the Technology Think Tank embraced distinct approaches, delivered diverse ideas and possessed different individual concerns. Using a collaborative effort ensured each individual would hear the perspectives of others, as well as allow for the sharing of ideas, problems, brainstorming and workload in creating the
Further, successful collaboration also requires individuals to be personally accountable for his or her contributions. A prosperous group is only as strong as the weakest link, which requires peer accountability. The group found that the collaborative effort also produced greater personal and group success, offered in a safe environment with the exchange of ideas.

STUDENT MOTIVATION

It is well documented that every student has a distinct learning style that may need to be addressed to reach the highest levels of student achievement (Mestre, 2010). Integrating technology in the classroom allows instructors the opportunity to teach to varying learning styles, which can stimulate student learning and engagement. Technology can convey the concepts of the lesson in an interesting format that appeals to the student while playing to the various learning styles. The intention is that technology will increase the course delivery options, which will lead to improved student outcomes, motivation and engagement. According to Wang, Shannon and Ross (2013), online education offers many options of course delivery even though the students are not physically present. However, it is up to the instructors to find innovative ways to incorporate these new technologies.

Furthermore, offering multiple technological additions to the classroom may increase student engagement and achievement. Mandernach (2009) noted that there is a vast amount of data to substantiate the claim that well-designed multimedia resources can boost student learning outcomes. Technology integration can offer students alternative options supplementary to the reading of texts and other traditional course resources. The integration of technology can help students become more invested and engaged in the classroom by making it more interactive and conducive to a classroom of differing learning styles.

GOALS OF INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY

The Technology Think Tank’s objective was to target the low achievement areas in the class by adding technology to better assist students with learning the content. The “Technology Think Tank” hoped this would enhance students’ perceptions of the experience leading to increased levels of motivation and higher engagement positively resulting in higher achievement. The group was confident that this would increase scores on these assignments while also engaging more students in the lessons through differentiated instruction and teaching to multiple learning styles. The “Technology Think Tank” created a 10-Step Diagnostic Model of Integrating Technology Innovation that outlined the collaboration method used for creating innovative technology. The members hypothesized that by following the 10-Step Diagnostic Model of Integrating Technology Innovation, the faculty would utilize better solutions and technology to enhance their courses.

10-STEP DIAGNOSTIC MODEL OF INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION

Accordingly, the Technology Think Tank was initiated to evaluate and improve a first year undergraduate course by offering alternative options employing technology to students on assignments where previous learners had struggled. Formation of this group was the first step in the collaborative process. This was a strictly voluntary group of instructors that were organized by the content lead. The opportunity to join was offered to all instructors teaching the course. There were also many opportunities for faculty teaching the same course to provide input regarding the process. Keeping the opportunity voluntary procured the belief that those who made the choice to participate would be committed to the process. The second step in the collaborative process was to specify the assignments that caused students the most difficulty and/or what curriculum could be enhanced through technology, which would create the greatest impact on student outcomes. After the first meeting, the Technology Think Tank determined that the primary focus of the group would be improving the logical fallacies assignment and the persuasive writing element in the course. The Technology Think Tank determined that these two objectives extended the greatest difficulty for students and were worth a significant number of points equating to a large percentage of the student’s grade in the course. These objectives also precipitated the two major assignments where added technology would be most advantageous.

After the assignments and objectives were targeted, the Technology Think Tank met for step three, which was to brainstorm ideas of technolog-
gies to incorporate into the classroom. The group analyzed several different ideas and then the next step was for the group to test the strategies. In step four, the group members explored diverse technology applications and Web 2.0 tools. Within this step, the group decided the best approach would be to create a webpage using Weebly, a free website builder that would address the difficult content and concepts in an organized manner while effectively supplementing the existing course materials in an effective way. The famous philosopher Plato once wrote, “Higher order thinking cannot start until the student has mastered conventional wisdom” (Booker, 2007, p. 347). To reach higher orders of thinking, the group felt that the students should be able to master the basic tools in the classroom before using something complex. This was the reasoning behind creating a Weebly page because they are simple to navigate but can provide a wealth of supplemental material in a multi-media format that would address multiple learning styles. Weebly is a Web 2.0 tool that is clear for students to navigate and manageable for instructors to share text, videos and pictures. The Weebly allowed content to be located on one main page with separate tabs displaying specific information, thereby making it easy to access. The website also included analytics regarding the amount of traffic to the website, which the group thought was important as well.

Step five consisted of creating a timeline for creation and implementation. The members of the Technology Think Tank divided the workload evenly among the three instructors. Deadlines were put in place and future meetings were scheduled to ensure that timely progress was made concerning completion of the tasks. Throughout the process, members adhered to strict timelines to ensure prompt completion of the additional resources. Members would also frequently be in communication to gauge the opinions of each other regarding technologies that were created, as well as to assess the content going into them. Each instructor was given editing power to the website to work on his or her piece of the collaboration. Once all pieces were complete, the group came together for step six, which was to edit the new technology pieces for the final revision and discuss how to direct students to these new materials.

According to Schworm and Gruber (2012), there is a lack of help-seeking behaviors from students in online courses that can result in deficiencies in self-regulated learning. Schworm and Gruber (2012) discussed the importance of giving prompts as an instructional method to dilute the impact of inadequate help-seeking behaviors. The team wanted to ensure that the students would be effectively and efficiently directed to these helpful tools and not pass them over, rendering the tools useless. The group made sure to put procedures in place that stressed the importance of these tools and provided the links for easy student access. These procedures included promoting the website in the welcome messages to each student, in the classroom announcements and in a post each week. Developing supplemental materials and resources requires time and commitment. It is important for faculty to be clear and concise in their directions to lead students to the additional resources so that they are effectively used.

Once the group was comfortable with the placement and marketing of additional technology resources, the traffic was monitored for step seven to see how many visitors the resources were capturing. The group members also gauged the feedback from the students to ensure that the material was helpful and easy to use. The group surmised the best way to gauge success was to go directly to the source and identify whether students found the new resources applicable. The feedback from students was positive and the group noticed an improvement in the targeted assignments. Many of these students’ comments can be found in the findings section.

During step eight, the group applied the student feedback to assemble adjustments and constantly enhance the material by improving the website. In step nine, the group produced further minor adjustments based on feedback from students and other instructors. The final action, or step 10, was to consider incorporating the material into the curriculum. The material was beneficial for students and was eventually introduced to curriculum and design where it was branded, redeveloped and added into each course of that content.
FINDINGS

The feedback regarding the resources was positive but could not be quantified due to changes to the course and learning management system that made it challenging to track the progress. The technology that was incorporated tracked the amount of traffic to the created website. The website averaged over 100 unique visitors each day and over 200 visitors on a daily basis. Based on the traffic to the website alone, one could arrive at the conclusion that students were at the very least visiting the website. The students proclaimed how the added technology helped them better grasp the concept while also adding an interactive piece to the classroom. The team did notice significant improvements in regards to one assignment identified by the team as the one students struggled with the most. There are many studies regarding the integration of technology into the classroom and intra-organizational collaboration. However, there is little research regarding the combination of the two. The belief is that this paper can be used in part to fill that void in research.

Students were also given an informal frequency scale survey. This survey helped to determine the students’ perceptions of the technology integrated into the course and provided a sound base for the strength of the student experience. Students were asked on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being “not beneficial” and 10 being “very beneficial”) how useful the technology integration, specifically the Moovly presentations created by the instructors, were to their personal course success. Students were also asked to comment on whether they would like all of their courses to contain media such as this and why. Students responded with great voracity (emphasis ours):

1. “The videos have helped me a lot. By giving me an overview of what is expected for the new week, it allows me to mentally plan out my week and thus helps me with my time management. I also enjoy the cartoon-like characters; they grab and hold my interest. On a scale of 1-10, I definitely give them a 10.”

2. “On a scale 1-10, I would rate the videos as a 10. I would love to have the videos available in all of my courses. The videos were beneficial to me in this course. First, I started with reading the text in the chapter followed by then watching the video. Then, I started watching the video, reading the chapter, then watching the video a second time. This way the video gave me information about what the chapter was about and the key points. When I felt I needed a little reinforcement about the text, I would watch the video several times. Watching the video after reading the text was my way to recap the information.”

3. “I really liked the media piece presented at the beginning of each module. Since I am both a visual and auditory learner, the summaries of each presentation helped me understand the main objectives of each week. It also directed me on what resources need to be used to fully understand the concepts as well a reminder for assignments due including expectations. On a scale 0-10 in my opinion the media piece is a 10.”

4. “I enjoyed reviewing the videos you provided each week. They feel a bit more personal to me. Hearing an instructor’s voice and personality throughout the video keeps me more engaged than just reading chapters. I always find myself retaining new information from the video that I read in the book or lecture but didn’t quite stand out. I like having the assignments broken down. It just sounds reassuring to hear the instructor going over the week’s work and content in a friendly way. I hope to be able to see these videos as a form on interaction in future classes. I give it a 9.”
DISCUSSION
The most significant findings involving successful collaboration were the two requirements of commitment and relationships. Faculty that support each other and seek out opportunities to work toward greater student outcomes can benefit from such a model of collaboration. The collaboration was an important piece of the process as each person brought his or her innate skills, abilities, ideas and work ethic to the process. Each individual was able to offer a diverse perspective on the process as well. All three instructors found the collaborative piece to be a valuable part of the process as it helped reduce the overall workload, allowing each person to make contributions based on the individual’s skills. For example, one instructor is well versed in technology and able to investigate different designs. Other instructors were particularly strong with other pieces of the content. The group felt that the model that was created would be simple to replicate and would combine the importance of collaboration with integrating technology into the classroom.

The findings were supported with positive student feedback showing that by targeting the low achievement areas with integrated technology the instructors were able to enhance the classroom. The group noticed that many students were more engaged and motivated concerning these assignment topics. The creative outcomes of the group were so successful that instructors with other universities began to use these resources as well. Due to the inability to quantify the results, this exercise would only be deemed as partially supported. The instructors did not have the ability to quantify the improvements in students’ achievement due to several confounding variables such as changing learning management systems, course revisions and revisions made to the assignments. However, the added technology was taken and modified into the curriculum at the course level, which would also infer that it was deemed a success by the university.

There were many limitations with the first assignment due to the inability to track any academic progress that was made by students. Several factors contributed to this problem. First, the original assignment was assessed and hand graded by each instructor leaving it viable to subjectivity or grading indifferences. While completing and creating the collaborative diagnostic model for collaboration to integrate technology in the online classroom, the assignment was revised to change the point value, type of the assignment and the way in which it was scored. The assignment changed to a quiz that was computer graded which had been previously hand graded. Another limitation was that the organization changed learning management systems as well. However, instructors did notice improvements in the quality of the second assignment due to more thorough brainstorming prior to writing the essay and more structured and methodically organized thesis statements.

Consequently, the recommendations for future research would be to replicate the collaborative process using the 10-step diagnostic model that was created. Future research could carefully monitor the technology and class results to track how much improvement was made and harness the perceptions of students to gain their perspectives concerning how the added technology enhanced the classroom, motivated the students and ultimately guided them to better results on the assignments. The study could be easily replicated in a traditional environment as well as the online environment. Traditional instructors could collaborate to find innovative ways to create and incorporate the new technology into the traditional classroom as well. The group also theorizes that the 10-step diagnostic model could be very effective for adjunct online faculty as well. As online education continues to develop, the body of research regarding incorporating technology and enhancing the learning experience will continue to grow, thereby providing many opportunities for more original research.

Mandernach (2009) found that students described an elevated degree of engagement when the added supplements were personalized by the instructor instead of coming from a publisher or external professional source. This led the instructors to also include a biography on the website under the about the authors tab on each Weebly to see if this made an impact on students. Students were excited to see that their instructors had created the material. However, future research should investigate the impact of the personalization of technology.
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